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Structural transition in Fe ultrathin epitaxial films grown on Ni „111…
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A structural study of Fe ultrathin epitaxial films, grown at room temperature on Ni~111!, has been performed
in the 1.5–18 ML coverage range by angle-scanned photoelectron diffraction. Both backscattering and
forward-scattering energy regimes have been employed, in order to enhance the structural sensitivity at lower
and higher film thicknesses, respectively. Modeling of the experimental data has been performed with multiple
scattering calculations. We found indications that Fe atoms in the first layer occupy fcc hollow sites and stack
with a pseudomorphic fcc structure up to 2 ML. Concerning the growth mode at these early stages, data
suggest that a good substrate wetting and a sharp Fe/Ni interface take place. Between 3 and 6 ML, transition
to a bcc~110! phase develops. By quantitativeR-factor analysis, we found that Nishiyama-Wassermann~NW!

in-plane orientation of the bcc~110! cell (^001&bcci^11̄0& fcc) is favored over the Kurdjumov-Sachs
(^11̄1&bcci^11̄0& fcc) orientation. The best-fit vertical interlayer distance between bcc~110! planes isdNW

52.11 Å ~13.9% expansion! at 6 ML and relaxes todNW52.05 Å ~11.0%! at 18 ML, in agreement with the
angular shift observed for the forward-focusing features. In the same coverage range, the angle between
bcc~110! surface basis vectors changes from 67.7° to 69.0°, corresponding to21.7% and21.0% contractions
of the surface cell area, respectively.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.65.205417 PACS number~s!: 68.55.Jk, 61.14.Qp
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1. INTRODUCTION

Since the theoretical prediction that 3d transition metals
would show a magnetovolume instability,1–3 growth of ultra-
thin epitaxial films of such elements has attracted increas
interest in surface science. Calculations showed that, by
bilizing these elements in structural phases different fr
their natural ones, peculiar and generally enhanced magn
properties could be obtained. In the case of Fe, such a
havior was shown for the low-temperatureg phase~fcc!,
which is naturally stable only at high temperatures for
bulk, but can exist at room temperature~RT! in thin epitaxial
films grown on suitable fcc substrates. The necessary
quirement for a close lattice match between substrate
deposit and for a magnetic study of the thin film usually l
to choose nonmagnetic fcc templates like Cu.4,5 Nickel is
suitable as well, as far as the lattice mismatch is concer
~12%, referred to the RT lattice parameter of fcc Fe, e
trapolated from the high-temperature phase6!, but it is ferro-
magnetic and this may hinder the study of the magn
properties of the Fe film. On the other hand, employing e
ment specific magnetic probes,7 it can be considered as a
opportunity to explore the influence of a magnetic substr
on the magnetism of the overlayer.

Besides magnetism, growth of Fe on Ni~111!, and gener-
ally the heteroepitaxy of bcc/fcc metals, represents an in
esting topic from the structural point of view, which ha
received considerable theoretical attention.8–10 When Fe is
grown on fcc~111! substrates, the evolution of the film stru
ture vs thickness is expected to show a transition from
pseudomorphic fcc to a bcc phase, which resembles,
reversed way, the bcc-to-fcc martensitic transition occurr
in bulk Fe vs temperature. This structural transition devel
with fcc~111! planes growing parallel to bcc~110! ones at
the interface between the two phases. Therefore, the
0163-1829/2002/65~20!/205417~9!/$20.00 65 2054
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of ~111!-oriented fcc substrates is expected to be par
ularly suited in studying the transition. Another questi
regards the in-plane orientation between bcc and fcc sur
cells, which may follow either Nishiyama-Wasserma
~NW! (^001&bcci^11̄0& fcc) or Kurdjumov-Sachs ~KS!

(^11̄1&bcci^11̄0& fcc) models, depending on the ratio of un
vectors (r 5abcc/afcc) and on the layer-substrate interactio
strength.9 The Fe/Ni case is of particular interest because i
predicted to have a critical dependence on these parame

A theoretical structural and magnetic study by Wu a
Freeman11 investigated the Fe behavior within the fir
monolayer~ML !, finding that the favorite adsorption site o
Ni~111! at 0 K was the hcp hollow and not the fcc one, wi
a downward relaxation of the Fe/Ni interlayer distance an
decrease of the Fe magnetic moment. To address experim
tally the question of the adsorption site, Theobaldet al.12

performed energy-scanned photoelectron diffraction~PD! on
a 0.6-ML film at 130 K, finding Fe atoms in the fcc hollow
site, with an Fe-Ni interlayer distance of 2.00 Å. Other e
perimental investigations13,14 have been performed using
few monolayers of Ni deposited on W~110! as substrates, in
order to obtain fcc~111! Ni templates with reduced magnet
influence on the Fe films. Fcc Fe has been observed u
3–4 ML, followed by a complex transition to a bcc~110!
structure, involving both KS and NW orientations. Howev
the complexity of this structural evolution might have be
influenced by the nonideality of the Ni~111! substrates,
which show in-plane distortions and multidomains growth
W~110!. Therefore, Fe growth on Ni~111! single-crystal sub-
strates has been clarified only within the first ML and know
edge of the structural evolution at higher coverage still lac
We have already investigated in detail the growth of epitax
Fe films on Ni~001!,15–17 focusing particularly on the struc
tural aspects, because of the crucial role played by thes
©2002 The American Physical Society17-1
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the magnetic properties of such systems. Magnetism of
Fe/Ni~111! trilayers and (Fe6 Å /Ni24 Å)10/Ni(111) multilay-
ers has been studied by Mo¨ssbauer spectroscopy18 and by
absorption and reflectivity measurements,7 respectively, find-
ing an enhancement of the total magnetic moment of the
atoms at the interface. In a recent work,19 we studied the
electronic properties of Fe/Ni~111! films by electron energy
loss spectroscopy at the valence band and at the FeL2,3
edges, following the structural evolution by low-energy ele
tron diffraction ~LEED!. We were able to correlate chang
in the 3d band region with the structure evolution, identif
ing a critical thickness of 4 ML for the fcc-to-bcc transitio

In the present study we apply angle-scanned PD~Ref. 20!
by means of synchrotron radiation, to follow the structu
evolution of Fe/Ni~111! films in the 1.5–18 ML coverage
range. The medium-to-high coverage region has been stu
in the forward-scattering energy regime, which enables a
rect link between structural changes and the angular pos
and shape of the forward-focusing features. The lowest c
erage has been investigated in the low-energy backscatte
regime to enhance both the surface and the back-bond
sitivity. To extract a quantitative information, multiple sca
tering~MS! calculations andR-factor analysis have been pe
formed. The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, det
on the experiment and on the data modeling are given.
results are presented in Sec. III, divided into three sectio
Secs. III A and III B present the experimental results for t
clean substrate and for the Fe films, respectively. Sec
III C presents data modeling by MS calculations divided in
two sections: Sec. III C 1 for the low coverage and S
III C 2 for the medium-to-high coverage. Results are d
cussed in Sec. IV and, finally, in Sec. V, conclusions
presented.

II. EXPERIMENT AND DATA MODELING

Growth and structural characterization of the Fe film
were donein situ at the ultrahigh vacuum end station
beam line 7.2~INFM, ALOISA!,21 located at the ELETTRA
Synchrotron~Trieste, Italy!. The Ni~111! surface was pre-
pared by sputtering and annealing cycles by means of 1-
Ar ions and 600 °C temperature. The surface cleanliness
local order were checked by photoelectron spectroscopy
PD measurements, respectively. The base pressure w
310210 Torr, rising to 8310210 Torr during evaporations
Fe was evaporated by means of electron-bombardment
from 99.999% purity Fe rods. The deposition rate was mo
tored by means of a quartz microbalance and calibrated
fitting Fe 2p/Ni 2p intensity ratio data with an exponentia
attenuation model of the secondary electron intensity, us
inelastic mean free paths~IMFP’s! taken from the
literature.22 The growth rate was 0.4060.06 ML/min, as-
suming a ML thickness of 2.03 Å, the Ni interlayer distan
along the@111# direction. The degree of contamination aft
evaporation was checked by photoemission from C 1s, O
1s, and Fe 3p core levels, for a 8-ML-thick film~20 min
evaporation!. Taking into account the different photoemi
sion cross sections and IMFP’s, we estimated an amoun
carbon and oxygen of the order of 9 at. % and 4 at. %,
20541
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spectively, assuming the two species uniformly distribu
into the Fe film.

PD measurements consisted of measuring intensity an
lar distributions~IAD’s ! of the photoelectrons, by scannin
an hemispherical analyzer~1° angular resolution! over the
polar takeoff angleu in the planes defined by the surfac
normal and by the three nonequivalent azimuthal directi
of the Ni~111! surface: the@12̄1# fcc (f fcc50°), the@11̄0# fcc

(f fcc530°), and the@21̄1̄# fcc (f fcc560°) directions. Polar
angles were varied byDu51° and measured with respect
the sample normal. In forward-scattering regime measu
ments, Fe 2p and Ni 2p photoelectrons were collected wit
a kinetic energyEk5480 eV. In backscattering regime me
surements, the intensity pattern of low-energy (Ek
5120 eV) Fe 2p photoelectrons was taken by measuri
IAD’s over a 120° azimuthal range, starting fromf fcc50° in
steps ofDu5Df52°.

Data modeling was performed with theMSCD code,23

treating MS in the Rehr-Albers approximation. We cons
ered MS events up to the fifth order. Phase shifts were
culated up to angular momentum numberl 515, based on
muffin-tin potentials taken from Ref. 24. Atomic cluste
were defined by the radiusr and the depthh of a semiellip-
soid, having the circular basis on the top layer and the ve
on the bottom one. In all calculations,r was set equal to 10
Å and the depthh was varied according to the convolution o
the film thickness and the escape depth of the photoelectr
For the low coverage data~1.5 ML!, clusters containing three
Ni layers and either one or two Fe layers on top were e
ployed. At higher coverages, i.e., for 6-, 9-, and 18-ML da
a depthh large as 9 Å~i.e., five Fe layers!, of the order of the
IMFP of Fe 2p photoelectrons, was found sufficient to r
produce all the measured features. The treatment of exp
mental and calculated IAD curves, before performi
R-factor calculations, followed the procedure reported in
previous paper.15

III. RESULTS

A. Ni„111… clean surface

The Ni 2p IAD’s, collected along the@12̄1# fcc , @11̄0# fcc ,
and @21̄1̄# fcc azimuths on the clean Ni~111! surface, are
shown in Fig. 1. We notice, at first, that a photoelectr
kinetic energy of 480 eV is high enough to give a remarka
forward-focusing effect; therefore, the attribution of the ma
features observed in each IAD becomes straightforwa
Data measured along the@12̄1# fcc azimuth are characterize
by a large peak around 35°, corresponding to the forw
focusing of electrons along the close-packed@011# direction.
Along the@11̄0# fcc azimuth, the IAD displays two main off-
normal features at 22.2° and 39.2° corresponding to forw
focusing along the@132# and@021# atomic directions, respec
tively. The IAD collected along the@21̄1̄# fcc azimuth shows
the strongest features at 20° and 55°, related to the@112# and
@001# directions, respectively. Measurements along
@12̄1# fcc and@21̄1̄# fcc azimuths are scanning the same fam
of atomic planes@(202̄) and (02̄2), respectively# in two
7-2
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STRUCTURAL TRANSITION IN Fe ULTRATHIN . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B65 205417
opposite directions with respect to the sample normal. T
lack of mirror symmetry with respect to the@111# axis ~see
the cross sections of atomic planes sketched in Fig. 1! is
reflected by the markedly asymmetric shape of the 0° fea
in the two IAD’s. In Fig. 1, the intensity anisotropy@A
5(I max2Imin)/Imean# values are reported beside each forwa
focusing feature. The anisotropy of a forward feature is
figure of the strength of the electron focusing along
atomic chain. Its value is related to the atomic arrangem
within the chain and, roughly, it is higher for closer packin
We used it as a parameter to check the quality of the lo
crystalline order during thin-film growth and substrate pre
ration. We notice the largest value of 77%, associated w
the closest-packed chain, the@011# direction.

B. FeÕNi„111… films

Fe 2p IAD’s, measured along the@12̄1# fcc, @11̄0# fcc , and
@21̄1̄# fcc azimuths at increasing Fe coverage, are shown
Fig. 2 together with the corresponding Ni 2p IAD, collected
on the clean substrate. At 1.5 ML, no clear feature in
three Fe IAD’s appears as a function of the polar ang
except, perhaps, for the curves along the@12̄1# fcc and
@21̄1̄# fcc azimuths, where a very weak bump at large po
angles can be observed. As the Fe coverage increases,
defined structures grow up. Along the@12̄1# fcc azimuth,
starting from 3 ML, two features develop at 0° and 47°, t
latter showing a small shoulder at 60°, at higher coverag
Along the @11̄0# fcc azimuth, two broad features develo
around 0° and 32°, becoming sharper and more defined
coverage. At 6 ML a third, weaker, peak appears at 5
Along the @21̄1̄# fcc azimuth the main off-normal featur
grows up at 55°, starting as a broad peak and turning in
doublet at 50° and 60° at high coverage. Increasing the c
erage, another small feature at 27° also appears.

FIG. 1. Intensity angular distributions~IAD’s ! of Ni 2p photo-
electrons collected atEK5480 eV along the@12̄1# fcc , @11̄0# fcc ,
and @21̄1̄# fcc azimuths on the clean Ni~111! surface. A cross-
sectional view of atomic planes scanned along each azimut
sketched together with close-packed atomic directions.
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All the off-normal forward peaks undergo a detectab
shift towards higher polar angles as the coverage increa
indicating that a downward relaxation in the vertical inte
layer distance occurs as the film grows. A final shift of abo
2.5°, similar for all the peaks, was measured. For what c
cerns the intensity anisotropy, it progressively increases u
9 ML and then stabilizes around the maximum value
slightly decreases, as already reported during thin-film e
taxial growth.

The substantial flatness of the 1.5-ML IAD’s hinders t
assignment of Fe atomic structure at low coverage but allo
some considerations on the morphology of the Fe/Ni int
face. It is a clear indication that the interface is sharp, w
weak Fe/Ni intermixing and absence of thick islands. In fa
the picture suggested by the data is the one that minim

is

FIG. 2. Intensity angular distributions~IAD’s ! of Fe 2p photo-
electrons collected atEK5480 eV along the@12̄1# fcc , @11̄0# fcc ,
and @21̄1̄# fcc azimuths on Fe films of increasing thickness. Ni 2p
IAD’s for the clean substrate are also displayed.
7-3
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GAZZADI, BRUNO, CAPELLI, PASQUALI, AND NANNARONE PHYSICAL REVIEW B65 205417
the number of forward-focusing events at that covera
Namely, the first Fe layer uniformly wets the substrate a
half of the second layer adds on top of it, producing the f
focusing events responsible for the weak modulations
large polar angles. As soon as some forward features
detectable, i.e., from 3 ML on, it is evident that they differ
number and angular position from those of the substrat
the corresponding azimuth; therefore, we have to concl
that the Fe film is not pseudomorphic with the substr
above this coverage and a new structural phase is grow
We also notice that the key features characterizing the h
coverage IAD’s are already defined at 3 ML, and only rise
intensity, undergoing small angular shifts, as the cover
increases. This also indicates that the film structure is alre
defined at this coverage and no abrupt phase transition
curs above. This behavior is of pertinent interest to the
termination of the Fe structural phase below 3 ML, in p
ticular, to establish whether it grows in the new pha
already from the beginning or it is pseudomorphic with t
substrate. As previously mentioned, from the literature i
known that the structural evolution of bcc metals grown
fcc~111! substrates leads to the formation of a bcc~110! phase
with two possible in-plane orientation relationships, relat
to the underlying fcc lattice: the Nishiyama-Wasserma
~NW! (^001&bcci^11̄0& fcc) and the Kurdjumov-Sachs~KS!
(^11̄1&bcci^11̄0& fcc), which are schematically represented
Fig. 3~a!. The threefold symmetry of the fcc~111! surface
generates three equivalent domains in the NW orienta

FIG. 3. ~a! In-plane orientation relationship between bcc~110!
~open circles! and fcc~111! ~closed circles! surface cells in the NW
and KS models.~b! The three NW domains are indicated by lette
and the six KS domains by numbers.
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and six in the KS one. In Fig. 3~b!, the possible NW and KS
domains are superimposed to the substrate surface la
using letters (A–C) and numbers~1–6! as atomic site mark-
ers, respectively. A qualitative interpretation of the high co
erage data can be given by looking for a corresponde
between the angular position of the measured features
the close-packed atomic rows that are encountered du
polar scans of the bcc~110! surface. Referring to the@11̄0#bcc
direction as thefbcc50° azimuth and to the@001#bcc direc-
tion as thefbcc590° one, the closest-packed atomic row
appear just along these azimuths, atu545° ~2.87 Å inter-
atomic spacing! and atu535.3° ~2.48 Å spacing!, respec-
tively. A remarkable similarity exists between these po
angles and those of the main features in the IAD’s measu
along the@12̄1# fcc and @11̄0# fcc azimuths, i.e.,u547° and
u532°, respectively. Concerning the@21̄1̄# fcc azimuth data,
the feature centered at 55° undergoes a shape evolution
function of film thickness, which is more complex, possib
related to which of the two orientation relationship occurs
to the presence of domains changing their relative weig
These arguments strongly suggest that a bcc~110! phase has
formed above 3 ML. In the following, a quantitative analys
is presented, in order to characterize in detail the struct
evolution of the Fe film in the medium-to-high coverag
range and particularly to determine which in-plane orien
tion occurs at the bcc/fcc interface.

C. Data modeling

1. Low coverage

To determine the Fe atomic structure at low coverage,
measured Fe 2p intensity patterns at low kinetic energy, ove
a large solid angle onto the 1.5-ML film. Photoelectrons w
excited to a kinetic energy of 120 eV with the twofold aim
enhancing both the backscattering effect over the forw
one, due to the shape of the electron-atom scattering fact
low energy, and the surface sensitivity, due to the sma
IMFP of the photoelectrons.

The experimental pattern, shown in Fig. 4~a!, displays
threefold symmetry. The prominent feature is represented
a hexagon centered at the origin with inequivalent verti
starting atf fcc50° and atu between 40° and 50°. Within the
hexagon, a threefold high-intensity feature is evident
f fcc50°, 120°, 240° andu532°, which forms, with the two
hexagon sides nearby, an arrowlike shape. Close to the t
other vertices, atf fcc560°, 180°, 300° andu532°, weaker
and smaller features appear. Outside the hexagon, dark
gions atf fcc50°, 120°, and 240° are alternated with coupl
of bright bands, symmetric with respect tof fcc560°, 180°,
and 300° azimuths.

The observed symmetry, appropriate for a fcc~111! sur-
face, and the position of the threefold high-intensity featu
within the hexagon, which closely matches the directions
first nearest-neighbor~NN! bonds in case of an fcc-site oc
cupation, suggests that the film structure is pseudomorp
fcc~111!, with fcc sites occupied at the interface. Howev
the possibility of an fcc~111! structure with mixed fcc-hcp
site occupation and that of bcc~110! growth from the very
7-4
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beginning ~though, in this case, the expected symme
should be either twofold for a single domain or sixfold for a
the possible NW or KS domains occupied! have to be taken
into account.

To clarify these points we performed calculations on
and 2-ML-thick Fe clusters, with either fcc~111! or bcc~110!
structures. For the fcc case, we considered two possible
sorption sites on the Ni surface, which are schematically r
resented in the stick and ball drawings: fcc hollow and h
hollow. We notice that, if the fcc site is occupied, first NN
~black sticks! are atf fcc50°, 120°, 240° andu535° and
second NN’s~white sticks! are atf fcc560°, 180°, 300° and
u555°. If the hcp hollow site is occupied, first and seco
NN’s exchange theirf fcc coordinates. For bcc clusters, w
considered both the case of three NW-oriented domains
that of six KS-oriented domains. Fe structural parame
were those of the Ni substrate, for fcc clusters, and th
from best-fit parameters of the 6-ML film, for bcc cluste
For each calculated pattern, we report the values of two

FIG. 4. ~a! Stereographic projection of Fe 2p intensity measured
from a 1.5-ML Fe/Ni~111! film at EK5120 eV. ~b! and ~c! MS
calculations for 1- and 2-ML fcc Fe films, with Fe atoms at t
interface occupying fcc hollow sites.~d! and~e! same as~b! and~c!
but for Fe atoms occupying hcp hollow sites.~f! and~g! MS calcu-
lations for 1- and 2-ML bcc~110! Fe films: the patterns are linea
combinations of the three equally populated NW domains. For e
calculated pattern theR-factor value is displayed.
20541
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ferentR factors:R is obtained by a combination of five dif
ferent R factors, as described in Ref. 25,RP is the more
familiar PendryR factor.26

The calculation for the 1-ML fcc cluster, fcc site@Fig.
4~b!#, shows a weak threefold symmetry, hardly distinguis
able from a sixfold one. The pattern displays a hexagon w
equivalent high-intensity sides but inequivalent vertic
They are located atu547°, but those atf fcc50°, 120°, and
240°, corresponding to azimuths where first NN’s are e
countered, are slightly brighter than those atf fcc560°,
180°, and 300°, where second NN’s are met. The vis
agreement with the data (R50.77,RP50.082) is poor except
for the hexagon shape, which is reproduced, but that in
data has a much more threefold symmetric character.
situation substantially improves (R50.58,RP50.052) when
a second Fe layer is added@Fig. 4~c!#. Within the hexagon,
bright features appear atu535°, close to the vertices a
f fcc50°, 120°, and 240°. These angular positions are th
corresponding to first NN chains in case of an fcc-site oc
pation~see black sticks in the drawing beside!. The fact that
these peaks arise, on passing from one- to two-atom cha
might indicate that the forward scattering is not negligib
even at these low energies. However, the same effect is
observed in the region corresponding to the second
chains, which show an increased but diffuse intensity, so
more likely that the bright peaks at first NN positions ari
because of constructive interference effects related to p
lengths. These features and the nearby hexagon sides
duce bright arrowlike shapes, which agree fairly well wi
those observed in the data. On the contrary, the dark reg
near the vertices atf fcc560°, 180°, and 300°, do not repro
duce very well what is experimentally observed. In the
gion outside the hexagon the agreement is satisfactory.
yond the vertices atf fcc50°, 120°, and 240° there is a dar
region, in good agreement with the data pattern, and, fr
the vertices atf fcc560°, 180°, and 300°, two bright band
originate and diverge symmetrically. These bands, tho
more broadened, were also observed in the experime
pattern.

Passing to calculations for the fcc cluster, hcp site, it
clear how the patterns from 1- and 2-ML films@Figs. 4~d!
and 4~e!, respectively# are the same as for the fcc-site cas
but rotated in azimuth by 60°. This accounts for the 6
change, in the azimuthal position, which first and second
bonds undergo on passing from one site to the other.
agreement with data, compared to the fcc-site case, rem
the same for the 1-ML film (R50.76,RP50.085), and it is
substantially worse for the 2-ML cluster (R50.66,RP
50.098). One might interpret the weak-intensity features
f fcc560°, 180°, 300° andu532°, in the experimental pat
tern, as a contribution from hcp-site domains, which sh
the ‘‘bright arrow’’ features there. We have considered t
possibility of mixed fcc-hcp site domains~the so-called
twinned fcc domains! by adding increasing amounts of th
hcp-site pattern to the fcc-site one: theR-factor value was
constantly increasing from that of pure fcc-site contributio

We now consider the calculations for bcc~110! clusters. In
Figs. 4~f! and 4~g!, we present the results for 1- and 2-ML
thick films with three NW-oriented domains, equally occ

h
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pied. Single-domain patterns are not displayed because
yield twofold symmetry, in clear disagreement with the da
Both 1- and 2-ML patterns display a sharp hexagon sim
to that produced by 1-ML fcc clusters. It is interesting
notice how the symmetry of the patterns changes. It is th
fold for the 1-ML case, reflecting the symmetry of the su
strate, and turns to the expected sixfold, when a second
layer is added. The agreement with data is not very satis
tory for both the 1-ML (R51.20,RP50.184) and the 2-ML
(R51.50,RP50.230) cases. The patterns from KS-orient
clusters, not shown here, are very similar to the NW on
with just a slight broadening of all the bright features, due
the larger number of domains involved.

Finally, we have also considered the case of a 2-ML-th
film with a fcc, fcc site, interface layer, and either a NW-
KS-oriented bcc top layer. The calculated patterns,
shown, closely resemble those of the 2-ML-thick pure b
phase. By assuming the bcc domains equipopulated, the
lowing R factors result for the NW case:R51.42, RP
50.219. We also combined increasing percentages of th
patterns to that of the 2-ML-thick fcc film, fcc site, but th
resultingR factors were increasingly higher than the best
ones.

2. Medium-to-high coverage

In this coverage range, we performed calculations for K
and NW-oriented bcc~110! clusters and compared them
the 6-, 9-, and 18-ML data. The multidomain character
both NW and KS orientations calls for an accurate structu
model to be set up, which includes the correctly weigh
averaging of all the possible azimuthal orientations of
bcc~110! domains, with respect to the inspected azimuths
the fcc~111! surface.

In principle, along each of the considered fcc azimut
the NW orientation contributes with three nonequivalent a
muthal directions and the KS with six directions. Howev
due to the high symmetry of the chosen substrate azimu
those bcc domains occupying mirror positions with resp
to the fcc azimuth@see Fig. 3~b!# give an identical contribu-
tion to the measured intensity, i.e., the same bcc azimuths
aligned. In details, along the@12̄1# fcc azimuth, the NW
model aligns thefbcc50° ~domain A! and 60°~B and C!
azimuths and the KS model aligns thefbcc55° ~domains 2
and 3!, 55° ~1 and 5!, and 65°~4 and 6! azimuths. Along the
@11̄0# fcc azimuth the NW model contributes with thefbcc
530° ~A and B! and 90°~C! azimuths, and the KS mode
contributes with thefbcc525° ~1 and 2!, 35° ~3 and 4!, and
85° ~5 and 6! azimuths. Finally, along the@21̄1# fcc azimuth
the NW and KS domains align exactly the same azimuths
for the @12̄1# fcc case but the couplings occur between diffe
ent domains. We notice that the different shapes of the p
scans measured along the@21̄1# fcc and @12̄1# fcc azimuths
yield evidence of a nonequal occupation of either KS or N
domains, so that a variable occupation of different doma
has been included in theR-factor minimization procedure.

At a given coverage, we compared data and calculati
for each fcc azimuth, minimizing theR factor, R ~Ref. 25!,
upon variation of both structural parameters and doma
20541
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occupation. We varied two structural parameters to acco
for the possible vertical and in-plane relaxations of the b
Fe~110! lattice: the vertical interlayer spacingd ~varied si-
multaneously over the whole cluster, composed of fi
atomic layers! and the angleb between the unit vectors o
the surface cell@defined as in Fig. 3~a!#. The three sets of
results were then averaged to obtain the overall best-fit re
for that coverage.

In Figs. 5 and 6, the experimental IAD’s measured a
and 9 ML are shown along with the NW and KS best-
calculations. In the top panels theR-factor behavior vs struc-
tural parameters is also shown. We observe that the ove
agreement between calculations and data is satisfactory,
that all the main features in the experimental curves are w
reproduced by the calculations. This confirms that the fi
has bcc~110! structure in the medium-to-high coverag
range. Concerning the in-plane orientation model, at 6 M
theR-factor curves clearly favor the NW model over the K
one, with a difference between the two minima being grea
than the error. By inspection of the IAD curves, the be
agreement of the NW model is evident, particularly along
@12̄1# fcc and@21̄1# fcc azimuths. TheR-factor minima in the
NW curves occur for an interlayer spacingdNW52.11 Å,
corresponding to a13.9% vertical expansion, and for a
anglebNW567.7°, corresponding to a21.7% contraction of
the surface cell area. At 9 ML a similar result occurs. T
NW model gives best-fit results for a reduced interlay
spacingdNW52.08 Å, corresponding to a12.5% vertical
expansion, and for a very similarb angle~68.0°!. Again, the
best visual agreement of the NW model appears along

FIG. 5. Experimental Fe 2p IAD’s along the @12̄1# fcc ,
@11̄0# fcc , and@21̄1̄# fcc azimuths for the 6-ML Fe film compared t
the best-fit calculations for KS and NW models. In the insets,
dependence of theR-factor vs fitting parameters is shown with hor
zontal and vertical error bars at the minimum.
7-6
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aforementioned azimuths. For the 18-ML film, the differen
between the NW and KSR-factor minima lies within the
error, though the NW model still gives a lower absolu
value. The best-fit interlayer spacing reduces to 2.05
~11.0%! and the anglebNW increases to 69.0°~21.0% of
surface cell area!, i.e., the two parameters are approach
equilibrium values for a bcc~110! cell. In Fig. 7, the behavior
of the structural fitting parameters vs coverage is sho
Best-fit results are summarized in Table I. An error bar
610% was estimated for theR-factor values, based on th
statistical error affecting experimental data and assuming
calculations to be error-free. The error bar associated w
the fitting parameters was calculated on the basis of the
vature of theR-factor curve at the minimum.27 We notice that
a nonequal occupation of NW domains results, with dom
A having a 40% value andB andC both at 30%. This is in
agreement with the different shape of the experimental IA
collected at the@12̄1# fcc and@21̄1̄# fcc azimuths, in the 40°–
70° region. The two features around 50° and 60° are
result of a superposition of two different contributions fro
thefbcc50° andfbcc560° azimuths. The calculations sho
that, for thefbcc50° azimuth, a strong peak is present at 4

FIG. 6. Same as Fig. 5, but for the 9-ML Fe film.
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and, for thefbcc560° one, a weaker peak at 58° appea
Therefore, with reference to the@12̄1# fcc azimuth IAD’s, the
strong peak at 47° is produced by the larger occupation
the domainA, contributing with thefbcc50° azimuth, and
the weak shoulder at 60° belongs to the less occupiedB and
C domains, contributing withfbcc560° azimuths. Along the
@21̄1̄# fcc azimuth, the enhancement of the 58° compone
reaching the same intensity as the 47° one, is explained
the increased contribution from thefbcc560° azimuths~A
and C domains! and with a lower one from thefbcc50°
azimuth~domainB!.

IV. DISCUSSION

Measurements in the backscattering regime, combi
with the MS calculations, suggest that the Fe structure
pseudomorphic fcc~111! up to 2 ML, with Fe atoms at the
interface occupying fcc hollow sites. These indications co
from both the visual and theR-factor based agreement be
tween data and calculations. For one of theR factors~R! the
value for the 2-ML fcc cluster, hcp site, is very close to th
for the fcc site and, including610% error bars, they partially
overlap. However, as mentioned before, there was no
provement in the agreement by mixing fcc- and hcp-site
mains. Our results are consistent with those of Theob

FIG. 7. Best-fit structural parameters, the interlayer dista
dNW , and the anglebNW , as a function of the Fe coverage.
TABLE I. Best-fit structural parameters and bcc domain occupations for the 6-, 9-, 18-ML Fe/Ni~111!
films.

Fe coverage
~ML ! dNW ~Å! bNW ~deg!

RNW

~610%!
RKS

~610%!

NW domain
occupations~%!

A B C

6 2.1160.06 67.762.5 0.38 0.48 43 28 29
9 2.0860.05 68.062.5 0.29 0.36 43 28 29

18 2.0560.03 69.062.5 0.28 0.32 40 25 35
7-7
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et al.,12 and with those of our previous work.19 Pseudomor-
phism up to similar coverages was also reported by Johns
Arnold, and Venus13 and by Hoche and Elmers.14 A quanti-
tative analysis of the data was attempted, but, in contras
the forward-scattering case, poor dependence of theR factor
upon variation of the structural parameters was found. A p
sible explanation is that, at low kinetic energy, due to
scattering factor shape, the angular dependence of the
tering features becomes much broader than for the forw
scattering regime, and affects the sensitivity to small str
tural changes. Moreover, the quality of the experimental d
in the backscattering regime is lower, being affected b
higher experimental error with respect to the forwa
scattering data. Before discussing the results for the medi
to-high coverage range, a general consideration is neces
on the limitations imposed by the use of polar scans. Tho
the quantitative analysis was finally successful, the sens
ity to the in-plane bcc~110! cell orientation was influenced b
the fact that the KS and NW models contribute with simi
azimuthal directions~e.g., some differ byDf55° only!
along the inspected fcc azimuths. It follows that, in the c
that all the domains are present with similar occupations,
calculated IAD’s tend to be similar, smearing out the diffe
ences between the two models. The use of azimuthal s
would probably give a higher sensitivity to this kind o
analysis. However, at least for the 6- and 9-ML cases,
separation between the NW and KSR-factor minima is larger
than the error bars, and a conclusion in favor of the N
model can be drawn on quantitative grounds.

The observed structural evolution, with a fcc-to-bcc tra
sition developing at low coverage, fits the theoretical d
scription by Bauer and van der Merwe9 of a bcc~110!/
fcc~111! interface, with anr Fe/Ni parameter and a weak laye
substrate interaction energy~which is expected when film
and substrate atomic species are similar28!. In that case, for
the first layer, pseudomorphism is predicted, independen
the r value. Then, assuming that the elastic energy sc
with the square root of the layer number, transition to
bcc~110! phase is predicted at low coverage. The same
thors do not specify which in-plane orientation should oc
at the bcc/fcc interface. In fact,r Fe/Ni lies in a critical region
where neither NW nor KS energy curves have a minimu
However, the occurrence of a NW orientation has been
ported by Fukuda and Gotoh10 with calculations on smal
clusters of Fe on a Ni~111! surface. The experimental stud
by Johnston and co-workers13 reports, at 12 ML, the copres
ence of both KS- and NW-oriented bcc~110! cells, with a
value of theb angle~69.2°! practically identical to ours. The
present results extend the findings of our previous wor19

focused on the correlation between electronic and struct
changes. The critical thickness of 4 ML for the fcc-to-b
transition, inferred from the appearance of extra spots in
LEED pattern, is basically confirmed by the present str
tural analysis, based on a quantitative method. Moreove
that paper we assumed that the structural transition
based on a KS mechanism, on the basis of the angular s
ration between integer and extra spots. This appears co
dicted by present results. As a matter of fact, the poor qua
and misorientation of the LEED pattern shown in Ref.
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does not allow for a discrimination between KS and N
orientations on the simple basis of the angular separa
between integer and extra spots. Therefore, though the p
ence of the extra spots and, consequently, of an additio
structural phase—which is likely to be bcc~110!—is not un-
der question, the conclusion about the KS orientation of
bcc cell is highly questionable.

The trend of the vertical interlayer spacing vs thickne
accounts for the angular shifts observed in the data, i.e
reduction in the interlayer spacing implies an increase in
angular position of the off-normal features. We also not
that the best-fit values of the structural parameters are c
sistent with an elastic strain of the Fe volume cell, where
vertical expansion due to increased interlayer distances te
to be compensated for by a reduction of the surface cell a
as measured by the decrease of theb angle. The behavior of
the angular positions of the forward features, moving p
gressively to equilibrium values with thickness, suggests t
the elastic strain release occurs in a smooth way rather
through abrupt mechanisms such as the formation of di
cations, which are reported for heteroepitaxial systems w
sharp interfaces.29 However, it cannot be excluded tha
within the probed area, few regions undergo this sudd
change and the others remain strained, so that the aver
result is the one observed. Concerning the values of the
lattice parameters, which are out of equilibrium even fo
relatively high thickness~18 ML!, the concentration of car
bon in the films has to be taken into account. Quinnet al.30

observed a 3% expansion of the vertical interlayer spac
and equilibrium in-plane parameters for a 200-ML-thick b
Fe film, grown on Pd~001!. By invoking the formation of
dislocations, they explained the in-plane strain release,
the out-of-plane strain remained unexplained. They att
uted the tetragonal distortion to the high carbon concen
tion ~22 at. %, 5.7 wt %! in the film, based on the value o
carbon concentration~0.65 wt %! sufficient to cause 3% tet
ragonality in martensite. The present case seems differen
two reasons:~i! the vertical expansion we observe is sensib
lower ~1%! and we still observe an in-plane contractio
which, according to elasticity, can justify it,~ii ! the carbon
concentration in our films~9 at. %, i.e., 2 wt %! is much
lower than that reported by Quinnet al., though, according
to the case of martensite, it could be high enough to cont
ute to a tetragonal distortion.

V. CONCLUSIONS

A detailed structural study of Fe ultrathin films, grown o
a Ni~111! single crystal at room temperature, has been c
ried out over a wide coverage range, employing ang
scanned photoelectron diffraction and a MS calculation m
eling of the data. The use of synchrotron radiation h
allowed us to exploit both backscattering and forwa
scattering energy regimes, to enhance the structural sens
ity at lower and higher film thicknesses, respectively. Fro
the results in the backscattering regime, we have indicati
that, within a 2-ML coverage, the Fe film has a fcc~111!
pseudomorphic structure, with interfacial atoms occupy
fcc hollow sites, in agreement with previous results.12 In-
7-8
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creasing the coverage, from 3 ML onwards, a transition t
bcc~110! phase was observed and investigated in
forward-scattering regime. Quantitative analysis was app
to 6-, 9-, and 18-ML data, minimizing a combination ofR
factors as a function of the in-plane orientation relations
~KS or NW! and of two structural parameters. Their choi
accounts for the vertical and in-plane relaxations, i.e.,
vertical interlayer distance between bcc~110! planes~d! and
the angle between surface basis vectors~b!. We find that the
NW in-plane orientation is favored over the KS one a
develops with three nonequally populated domains. Betw
6 and 18 ML,dNW relaxes from 2.11 Å~13.9% expansion!
to 2.05 Å ~11.0%!, respectively, in agreement with the a
h
rf

ff

S

L

20541
a
e
d

p

e

n

gular shift observed for the forward-focusing features. In
same coverage rangebNW slightly increases from 67.7° to
69.0°, corresponding to a contraction of surface cell area
21.7% and 21.0%, respectively. Finally, concerning th
growth mode at low coverage, indications of good wetti
and of a sharp Fe/Ni interface were found.
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